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Background
MRI T2* measurement is playing an important role in
liver iron quantification. There are currently two clinical
approaches measuring T2* in the region of interest (
ROI): the first is to fit the means of signals in the ROI
(mean-ROI fitting, MRF) and the second to average the
pixel-wisely fitted (PWF) T2*s in the ROI. In a recent
study, Marro et al [1] compared the performances of
PWF and MRF through mathematical simulations but
only the offset model was evaluated.
The purpose is to determines the optimal liver T2*
measurement by evaluating the performances of MRF
and PWF with 4 different fitting models on simulation
and phantom data.
Methods
For numerical simulations, free induction decay (FID)
signals were synthesized. T2* = [0.67, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, 1.67,
2.0, 2.5, 3.33, 5, 6.67, 10, 20 ms]; 16 TEs from 0.97ms to
14 ms equally spaced. Signal to noise ratio was defined
as SNR=s_0/s , where s_0 denotes the signal at TE=0
and s denotes the standard deviation of noise. The
Rician noise was added to the generated FIDs. The
means of the measured T2*s of 200 independent simula-
tions were calculated to evaluate the accuracies.
A dedicated T2* phantom (containing 12 tubes with
similar T2* as listed above) was scanned with a GRE
Sequence: FA = 5°, TR = 200 ms. TEs were selected the
same as those from the simulation study. The numbers
of average were set as 1 and 128 to acquire images of
low and high SNR respectively.
MRF and PWF together with the truncation [2], the
offset [2], the SQEXP, and the NCEXP [3] models were
implemented to calculate average T2*s in the ROIs.
T2*s estimated from the 128-average images, assumed
to be noise-free, were used as the reference for evaluat-
ing the accuracy of T2* measurements made from low
SNR data.
Results
As shown in Figure 1, the measurement errors of MRF
are less than those for PWF for the truncation, SQEXP
and NCEXP models, especially at low T2* values and
low SNR. For the offset model, no significant differences
can be observed between MRF and PWF when T2*s are
small except that PWF produces a large overestimate
error at T2* = 0.67 ms when SNR = 15.
As shown in Figure 2 (right), when SNR is low, MRF
consistently produces more accurate T2* than PWF for
all the four models at low T2*s. At T2* = 0.55 ms, PWF
fitting with the truncation and offset models overesti-
mates T2* significantly.
Conclusions
Results from the simulation and phantom studies
demonstrate that MRF outperforms PWF for all the
four fitting models when the noise is the predominant
source of errors. For very short T2* values, the PWF
method using the truncation and offset models overesti-
mate T2* values, which may lead to clinical misdiagno-
sis. Future work is therefore needed to improve the
accuracy of the pixel-wise relaxation mapping before it
can be used as a relible tool in clinical practice.
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